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here is talk about building a new terminal market for New York. My
markets, foodservice operators, etc. To the extent the facility has adequate
great-grandfather had a spot on the old Wallabout Market in Brookcapacity and can operate efficiently, those small vendors can compete with large
lyn; my grandfather and father both worked out of the old Washing“big-box” stores that can build their own distribution facilities. To the extent the
ton Street Market in Manhattan; and my family was an original tenmarket is capacity-constrained or antiquated, smaller independent retailers and
ant when the New York City Terminal Market opened in Hunts Point
foodservice operators are rendered non-competitive.
in the Bronx back in 1967.
In fact, the importance of the market goes well beyond the buyers. Today the
I, of course, have fallen into journalism, and my family sold their units over
Hunts Point Produce Market is a linchpin of sustaining a rural agricultural econmore than 10 ten years ago. Still, it was in Hunts Point that I cut my eyeteeth
omy, both in the northeast and around the country — even the world. Most
learning about the produce industry. I learned a lot on at that market and appremajor chains dictate to farmers what they are willing to buy — the size, the
ciate the color and energy of working in a very unique place. With thought that
grade, the variety. If the farmers happen to have something else to sell, they are
it may come tumbling down, I had a little conversation with myself about the
out of luck.
possibility of a new market.: Why would New York
These big chains are also bureaucratic. For the most
need a new market?
part, they can’t respond to supply and demand quickly
When the current market opened in 1967, a wagsomeenough to help farmers out. But the wholesalers in
one commented that it was the newest antiquated marNew York, almost uniquely in the country, can work
ket in the world. The problem was that the market had
their clientele to get a surplus product put on sale in
been discussed for a half century and seriously engithousands of venues, almost instantly. This helps farmneered and designed for over more than a decade. On
ers as because it gives them an outlet for crops that othopening day, the market did not leave enough room for
erwise would be dumped or left in the field. So a new
tractor -trailers to back in and turn around. So that’s it
market would help the rural economy, be bigger,
A conversation
— the trucks find it hard to maneuver?
designed
to accommodate modern transportation
with myself.
Not by a long shot. Even things that were properly
modalities and could help keep New York distinctive
designed for the late ‘60s aren’t working today. For
by allowing small retailers and foodservice operators
example, every warehouse has rail siding directly
to compete effectively. Have I got it?
behind the house. This was very convenient for rail cars
Yes, but there is a lot more. When the Hunts Point
to be delivered to each wholesaler. But today, most
Produce Mmarket was built, words like fFood sSafety,
wholesalers don’t even use rail cars — they use piggyHACCP and fFood sSecurity weren’t even considered.
backs or over-the-road trucks. As such, most wholeStarting with a clean piece of paper, we can build a
salers have their back doors filled with trailers. But
world-class facility — one that meets and exceeds the
every single day, every single trailer has to be moved so the railroad can move
standards of every chain retailer in America and sets a standard for the world in
in rail cars for the few wholesalers who handle items suitable for rail cars. This
food safety and food security. Is there aAnything else?
represents millions and millions of dollars spent each year, closing the trailers,
A related issue is maintaining the cold chain. This impacts on safety, but also
stopping work loading and unloading and moving the trailers while the railroad
has a lot to do with quality. The current market wasn’t designed to make this
does its thing.
easy; it will be integral to the design of a new facility. Wow, this is great!. A
OK, so the trucks can’t maneuver and the railroad sidings are antiquated and
new market will be efficient and spacious, preserve small business, provide
lead to great expense — is that all there is?
safer food more securely — and even offer better quality fruits and vegetables
How about the fact that the market is just too small? There have been only
to consumers. You guys are going to do everything but clean the air!
inconsequential additions to the facility in the past 37 years. Today, firms at the
Uh, actually, tThe new market will cut down on air pollution, too. What?
Hunts Point Market can have more thanover 1,000 trailers being used as storYeah, well, first the larger warehouses means we won’t need all those storage
age, or additional warehouse space, at any given time. The place is bursting at
vans burning diesel day and night. Then the new rail design means we won’t
the seams. So a bunch of produce wholesalers need a more modern, larger
need jockeys moving every trailer every time the railroad makes a delivery. A
facility — why is this a matter of public concern?
better traffic pattern will combine with adequate docking and warehouse capacTraditionally, terminal markets, along with port facilities, have been considity to reduce the average length of time a truck is in Hunts Point, whether for
ered matters of public interest — and much for the same reason. All these facilidrop off or pick up. Quicker turnarounds mean less pollution. Finally, docks
ties are open to all interested parties for the transaction of business. Privately
throughout the market will be equipped with special jacks that will allow trucks
to plug in to a clean electrical system and keep their cargo and the cab cold with
owned airports and warehouse facilities are only open to those the owner choosAC — no need for trucks to keep their motors running. It really sounds too
es to do business with. Yeah, but is there a real public interest involved?
good to be true. Still, the market has managed to inch along. Why take this step
In effect, a wholesale produce market serves as the produce receiving and
now.
PB
warehouse facility for thousands of greengrocers, bodegas, independent super-
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